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Metamaterial fibres for subdiffraction imaging
and focusing at terahertz frequencies over
optically long distances
Alessandro Tuniz1, Korbinian J. Kaltenecker2,3,4, Bernd M. Fischer2,3, Markus Walther2,4,

Simon C. Fleming1, Alexander Argyros1 & Boris T. Kuhlmey1,5

Using conventional materials, the resolution of focusing and imaging devices is limited by

diffraction to about half the wavelength of light, as high spatial frequencies do not propagate

in isotropic materials. Wire array metamaterials, because of their extreme anisotropy, can

beat this limit; however, focusing with these has only been demonstrated up to microwave

frequencies and using propagation over a few wavelengths only. Here we show that the

principle can be scaled to frequencies orders of magnitudes higher and to considerably

longer propagation lengths. We demonstrate imaging through straight and tapered wire

arrays operating in the terahertz spectrum, with unprecedented propagation of near field

information over hundreds of wavelengths and focusing down to 1/28 of the wavelength

with a net increase in power density. Applications could include in vivo terahertz-endoscopes

with resolution compatible with imaging individual cells.
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T
he well-known diffraction limit is a consequence of the
evanescent decay of high spatial frequencies away from
their source in conventional materials. Any form of linear

imaging in the far field (that is, probing the field more than
several wavelengths away from the object) is bound by this limit.
While in optical microscopy a number of techniques have been
developed providing finer resolutions, these rely either on
nonlinear effects or techniques that effectively probe the near
field and are difficult to scale to other wavelength ranges. In
contrast, a hyperlens uses extremely anisotropic materials
(typically metamaterials) with indefinite permittivity tensor1–3

in which even very high spatial frequencies propagate, so that no
imaging information is lost in the far field within the material.
Magnifying hyperlenses have been demonstrated using multilayer
stacks in the UV4 and wire arrays for microwaves5,6; however, in
both cases propagation of high spatial frequencies was limited to a
few wavelengths at most. Hyperlenses are particularly promising
for high-resolution imaging at long wavelengths (for example,
infrared, THz), where the diffraction limit is very restrictive
but spectra are information-rich (for example, on molecular
structure), and other forms of subwavelength microscopy
techniques have not been developed.

A hyperlens uses an indefinite material with permittivity
tensor1,2

��e ¼ e0 et x̂x̂þ ŷŷð Þþ ez ẑẑ½ �; ð1Þ
where et40 and ezo0. Such materials support extraordinary
plane waves with wave vector k ¼ kxx̂þ ky ŷþ kz ẑ satisfying

k2z
et

� jkt j 2
jez j

¼ o2

c2
; ð2Þ

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, o the angular frequency,
having defined the transverse wave vector kt ¼ kxx̂þ kyŷ. For a

given frequency, the dispersion relation (2) defines an unbounded
hyperboloid in k-space. In particular, real (propagative) solutions
for kz can be found for arbitrarily large spatial frequencies, kx and
ky. As a consequence, small, subwavelength details (resolved only
in the near field in isotropic materials) can propagate over many
wavelengths in indefinite media. The polarization of these
extraordinary waves is in the plane defined by kt ; kz ẑð Þ;
however, ordinary waves with polarization orthogonal to that
plane are also supported, diffracting as in an isotropic medium of
permittivity et.

Subwavelength arrays of wires directed along z can be
approximated by an indefinite medium5–8, with the caveat that
because currents can flow along the wires the medium is spatially
dispersive and ez becomes dependent on kz (ref. 9). However,
at terahertz frequencies and for subwavelength wire spacings,
jez j44et, so that jkt j 2 = jez jB0 and all transverse spatial
frequencies propagate with the same propagation constant
kz ¼

ffiffiffiffi

et
p

o=c. In this ‘canalisation’ regime10, images can in
principle propagate without distortion and without being subject
to the diffraction limit. Perfect imaging can be achieved
using z polarized fields, which are constituted exclusively by
extraordinary waves, effectively filtering out all ordinary waves.

In practice, wire arrays are of finite length L; as high spatial
frequency waves cannot couple to propagating waves of free
space, they are reflected at the interfaces, making the wire arrays
finite-sized resonators. Owing to their unusual and unbounded
dispersion relation, resonances of indefinite media can be
counter-intuitive11. For the finite wire medium, the propagation
constant kz is independent of kt and all transverse resonances
occur for the same Fabry–Perot (FP) frequencies op ¼ pcp=

ffiffiffiffi

et
p

L,
where p is any integer. If a source at op excites these resonances
in the near field on one end of the wire array, an image of the
source is reconstituted on the other side of the array. At other
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Figure 1 | Fibre and taper fabrication. (a) A centimetre-sized preform is assembled by stacking indium wires surrounded by Zeonex29 (a polymer with

low absorption at terahertz frequencies) into a hollow polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) tube. This is heated and drawn to fibre, forming a tapered

transition region where the polymer is viscous and the metal is liquid. The end product is a fibre containing a long continuous array of metal microwires.

The fibre can be cut into a large number of smaller length devices. (b) Top-view photograph of the preform cross-section. Scale bar: 10mm. (c) Photograph

and (d) X-ray CT scan of the taper used in this work. Scale bar: 8mm. Complete CT scans are included in Supplementary Movies 1 and 2. (e) � 10

(scale bar: 1mm) and (f) �40 (scale bar: 50mm) magnified microscope image of a metamaterial fibre cross-section. (g) Typical side view of the straight

fibre section, showing wire continuity and good uniformity over the length scales considered. Scale bar: 500mm.
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frequencies, the image is dominated by other resonances, and the
image deteriorates12, although because of the presence of
dispersive surface waves above the FP resonance, it can be
shown that the best possible imaging occurs in fact at frequencies
a few per cent below the FP resonances (see also Supplementary
Fig. S1).

An alternate viewpoint is that the modes of the wire medium
are a superposition of TEM modes of individual wires; thus, the
wire medium acts as a subwavelength endoscope7. If the wires
taper out along the length of the device, each ‘pixel’ of the
endoscope becomes more separated, and images can be
magnified, with the magnification given by the ratio between
wire spacing at both ends of the taper. Despite the profound
implication of using wire arrays for subwavelength magnifying
and focusing for subwavelength field manipulation, the difficulty
of fabricating tapered high aspect ratio metallic wire arrays has
prevented their demonstration at frequencies above microwaves6.

Here we overcome these fabrication difficulties by using
fibre drawing to produce straight and tapered wire arrays
operating at terahertz frequencies, and experimentally demon-
strate propagation of deeply subwavelength near-field informa-
tion over optically long distances, up to several hundreds of
wavelengths. The wire-based hyperlenses we demonstrate here

are three orders of magnitude smaller than previous experiments
in the microwave.

Results
Fabrication and characterization of wire array. The wire
media presented here are produced using the fibre drawing
method13–15, a top-down, industrially scalable method for
producing metamaterials, as summarized in Fig. 1a. By heating
and stretching a centimetre-sized preform (Fig. 1b), two devices
are simultaneously produced: a tapered wire medium (Fig. 1c,d)
and a long length of uniform diameter fibre containing a wire
medium (Fig. 1e,f). The taper and fibre contain 453 hexagonally
arranged indium wires of nominally 10mm diameter and 50mm
pitch at the fibre end. The diameter of the region containing the
wire medium varies between 8mm on the larger end of the taper
and 1mm on the smaller end of the taper and fibre. Note that
in the subwavelength regime, imaging performance is not
particularly sensitive to the exact locations of the wires,
variation in wire radius or to the precise shape of the wire
cross-sections16,17. The small variations in diameter observed in
the cross-section of Fig. 1e,f are therefore not expected to
negatively influence imaging performance.
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Figure 2 | Imaging apertures through straight fibre sections. (a) Measured and (b) simulated intensity of two 200-mm-diameter apertures with 100mm
inner-edge separation at 0.1 THz, calculated 125mm from the aperture output. (c) Measured (circles) and simulated (solid curve) intensity along

x at y¼0mm. (d) Frequency-dependent beam profile along x averaged over y¼0±50mm. (e) Measured and (f) simulated intensity for the same

apertures after propagation through the 3.4-mm-length fibre, calculated 50mm from the fibre output. (g) Intensity along x averaged over y¼0±100mm.

(h) Frequency-dependent intensity profile along x averaged over y¼0±100mm. (i) Measured and (j) simulated intensity for a single aperture after

propagation through the 3.4-mm-length fibre, calculated 50mm from the fibre output. (g) Intensity along x averaged over y¼0±100mm. (h) Frequency-

dependent intensity profile along x averaged over y¼0±100mm. Care should be taken interpreting the relative magnitudes between (c,g,k) in that

consistent coupling is difficult to achieve. Scale bar in (b) is 200mm and applies to (a,b,e,f,i,j). The smaller white circles in (a,b,e,f,i,j) indicate the positions

of the apertures. The larger white circle in (e,f) and (i,j) indicates the position of the metamaterial fibre. White dots in (e,f) and (i,j) schematically indicate

the distribution of indium wires. Dashed lines in (d,h,l) indicate the estimated location of the imaged apertures.
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Wire media rely on exciting the resonances of the metallic rods,
which therefore need to be continuous and electrically connected.
Conductivity measurements performed on the wires contained in
the taper confirm that all the 453 wires remain electrically
connected during the draw process. X-ray computed tomography
(CT) measurements of the taper used in this work (Fig. 1d) provide
a further confirmation that wires are continuous. A full analysis of
the CT scans reveals a smooth reduction in wire diameters in the
tapered region, with no fluctuations within the 9.5mm resolution of
the CT images. Although optical microscopy images of the wires
within the straight fibres show small imperfections on the surface
of the wires (Fig. 1g), these do not appear to affect the overall
performance of the device, as discussed below.

We characterize the subwavelength imaging properties of
sections of the longitudinally invariant fibre and the described
tapered array using a near field scanning terahertz time domain
spectroscopy system18: we place a range of apertures in contact
with the metamaterial fibres at one end, illuminated by focused
THz pulses. The time domain spectroscopy antenna detecting
transversal field components only is placed in close proximity to
the output of the fibre or taper, and raster scanned along the
x and y coordinates, recording the full time-dependent amplitude
and phase of the x component of the electric field. Spectrally
resolved images are obtained from the Fourier transform of the
time-dependent THz signals.

Subwavelength imaging through straight fibre sections.
Figure 2 summarizes the experimental and simulated results of
imaging of a double and a single aperture through a 3.4-mm
straight section of metamaterial fibre and of the direct near-field of
the double aperture without fibre for comparison. The last column
in Fig. 2 shows the intensity in all three cases as a function of
frequency, and x coordinate averaged around the centre of the
image (y¼ 0). For all plots as a function of frequency and position,
the intensity at each frequency is normalized to the maximum in x
and plotted using a logarithmic colour scale, thus removing the
frequency dependence on transmission18, showing the important
field characteristics. The direct near-field measurements of the
double aperture show diffraction effects above 0.2 THz, where the
two lobes of the apertures merge into a central one—this is
consistent with a distance between antenna and aperture of
125mm (see Supplementary Fig. S2) and results from the difficulty
in making the planar antenna chip and the aperture sufficiently
parallel. In contrast, the antenna chip can easily be brought into
close contact with the small diameter fibre. At 0.11THz
(l¼ 2.7mm in vacuum, l¼ 1.7mm in Zeonex, the lowest
resolved resonance of the fibre), the 100-mm gap in the
x direction between two 200mm apertures is clearly imaged
through the fibre (Fig. 2e–g), indicating a resolution better than
l/27. The fields spread in the y direction as expected, as the
x-polarized input excites non-diffracting extraordinary waves with
x wave vector components and ordinary, diffracting waves with y
wave vector components. While the metamaterial fibre clearly
resolves the single 200-mm aperture at all FP resonances (Fig. 2l),
and the double apertures at the FP resonances below 0.15 THz and
above 0.45THz, there are artifacts for the double apertures
between those two frequencies (Fig. 2h) that may be because of
charge coupling between apertures18 and require further
investigation. Note in Fig. 2l the periodic appearance of side
lobes (light blue) at FP antiresonances, at which imaging is
suboptimal; the frequency spacing is 29GHz—corresponding to
the free spectral range of the 3.4mm Zeonex FP slab—and is only
just above the resolution limit of our setup (25GHz). Details of the
simulated geometry are presented in the schematic of Fig. 3 and in
the Methods section.

The double aperture measurements are repeated for fibre
lengths of 1.5 and 7.0mm. Good low-frequency images are
obtained at frequencies corresponding to the cavity length being
one and six and a half optical wavelengths, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 4a–d. The frequency-dependent near-field intensity along
x at y¼ 0 is shown in Fig. 4e,f. The performance for the different
lengths of fibre is similar: below B0.4 THz, the apertures cannot
be distinguished; aboveB0.4 THz, there are two distinct intensity
peaks corresponding to the location of the apertures, in addition
to the periodic antiresonant sidelobes. At frequencies 40.4 THz,
the ability to distinguish the apertures with all lengths of fibres
represents a remarkable improvement over near-field imaging of
the bare apertures (Supplementary Fig. S3).

Next, we measure the transmission of different sized apertures
(100 and 300mm diameter) in contact with similar length fibres.
Their frequency-dependent near-field intensity along x at y¼ 0 is
shown in Fig. 5. A comparison with Fig. 2l shows that the
metamaterial fibre supports non-diffractive propagation of
subwavelength-confined fields, allowing to distinguish between
differently sized apertures, thus acting as a subdiffraction-limited
waveguide. Note that for the 300-mm aperture case and
40.9 THz, the aperture is larger than the beam size, resulting
in an apparent drift of the signal corresponding to the location of
the focal point. Owing to the reduced transmission of the 100-mm
aperture, the signal to noise ratio becomes unacceptable below
0.4 THz in Fig. 5a. As a final comment, we note that the
achievable resolution of the wire medium in this range is only
limited by the separation between wires (nominally 50mm),
provided that the wire diameter is larger than the skin-depth of
the metal at that frequency19 and that the appropriate fibre length
is selected. An example of the simulated point spread function of
the device, resolved both in space and frequency, can be found in
Supplementary Fig. S1.
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Figure 3 | Schematic of the 3D simulation space. The 3D finite element

simulations contain a fibre with hexagonally arranged square indium wires

of 20mm width, and a centre-to-centre pitch of 50mm, in a 1-mm-diameter

Zeonex host, possessing a 1.4-mm-diameter PMMA cladding, with the

appropriate material electromagnetic parameters accounted for29–31.

In this example, the fibre is in contact with a small aperture. The

excitation is given by a scattering boundary condition with a plane wave

polarized in the x direction. At every other boundary, the scattering

boundary condition is set to zero. Intensity images are then obtained

from the x-polarized field taken on an xy plane that is 50mm from the

fibre (red); this distance corresponds to the approximate optical path

length of the protective dielectric layer separating the detector from

the fibre.
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Subwavelength imaging through wire array taper. Next, we
analyse the focusing properties of the wire array fibre taper
(Fig. 6). First, we focus the x-polarized THz beam without any
aperture on the large side of the taper (frequency-dependent
beam profile along x at y¼ 0 shown in Fig. 6a) and then measure
the near field at the narrow end of the taper (Fig. 6c), clearly
showing a compression in x. Figure 6b,d shows the complete
intensity images before and after the taper at 50GHz, where the
near field at the output of the fibre has a FWHM of l/9. At this
wavelength, the field is also limited by the finite transverse size of
the metamaterial region. We also place a 1-mm aperture in front
of the larger end of the metamaterial taper and measure the near
field at the narrow end of the taper. Figure 6e,f shows the near
field directly at the aperture without metamaterial fibre, for
comparison. Figure 6h shows that the field is strongly focused in
the x direction, down to a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of l/28, but not in the y direction, as expected for x-polarized

light. Figure 6g shows the frequency-dependent intensity dis-
tribution along x (for y¼ 0) at the output of the taper, showing
effective and consistent focusing-down of the aperture across
frequencies from 50GHz to 0.9THz, with some artifacts appear-
ing at some frequencies above 0.3 THz. The length of the taper
corresponds to 182 wavelengths in Zeonex at 0.9 THz and 10
wavelengths at 0.05 THz. Note that for frequencies 40.23 THz,
l/2n is larger than the wire array spacing at the large end of the
taper (400mm), and the wire array can no longer be described by
an effective medium along the entire length of the taper.

Taper loss and focusing performance. The subdiffraction-lim-
ited focusing properties of the taper are summarized in Fig. 7a
showing the fitted FWHM along x of the intensity distributions
before and after taper, for both experiments. To demonstrate that
we observe focusing rather than masking for the THz beam, we
compare the peak power density before and after the taper in
Fig. 7b; as focusing is only expected along the x-direction, the
intensity should increase by a factor 8 (that is, 9 dB) in the
absence of losses, as observed for the lowest frequencies. On the
same figure, the total power loss (integrated over the full two-
dimensional image) shows that overall losses are comparable to
those for propagation in pure Zeonex at low frequencies but
increase beyond that because of the wire structure at higher fre-
quencies. Losses are discussed in further detail in the Methods
section. The net power density increase is not observed for the
focused aperture (Fig. 7b); we attribute this to the large coupling
losses at the wide end, where light can only couple to a few wires
after the aperture as a result of modal mismatch.

Discussion
As we have demonstrated, tapered wire array fibres can focus light
to subwavelength spots with a net power density increase; however,
in addition to other subwavelength-focusing schemes20,21, meta-
material fibres enable the transmission of complex subwavelength
images over optically long distances. In particular, the same lenses
can in principle be used for magnification: a wire array taper with
long propagation lengths used in reflection could enable THz
imaging deep within living tissue with high-resolution down to
single cells, opening up an entirely new spectrum of molecular
resonances for functional imaging. THz imaging by conventional
means within tissues is typically impossible because of the high
absorption of water at these frequencies and the severe restrictions
imposed by the diffraction limit. The metamaterial fibres could
also enable increased THz power extraction22 and even be used for
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spectral measurement-based far-field subwavelength-resolved
imaging23,24. The fabrication method we used lends itself to
mass production, with a realistic prospect of finding widespread
use in THz imaging technology. Although the guiding mecha-
nism is robust to fluctuations in the wires16, preliminary attempts
at reducing wire diameters below 1mm for the combination of
materials used in this work have shown that wire continuity is
compromized by the onset of Plateau–Rayleigh instability25,
resulting in break up. Recent reports have presented continuous
in-fibre metal nanowire arrays using alternative material

combinations26 and fabrication methods27, potentially paving the
way for fibre-based hyperlenses up to infrared frequencies.

Methods
Fibre and taper fabrication. A laboratory syringe is used to draw liquid indium
into 50-cm length Zeonex tubes (outer diameter 5mm, inner diameter 1.5mm),
which are drawn into hundreds of metres of continuous indium-filled fibre
(500 mm diameter). This is cut into 453 pieces (40 cm length) and stacked inside a
polymethyl methacrylate tube with outer diameter 16mm and inner diameter
12mm. This preform is sealed at both ends and fed into a furnace (0.1–
0.5mmmin� 1, 180–185 �C) and drawn into metamaterial fibres (1.5mm outer
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(blue circles) and after (red circles) the taper, and after a 1-mm aperture (blue crosses) and after the taper in contact with the aperture (red crosses).

The diffraction limit is l/2n for Zeonex29 (n¼ 1.52). (b) Taper loss as obtained from the ratio between output and input of integrated (full circles) and

peak (empty circles) intensities, for the THz focus (red) and for the 1-mm aperture (blue) compared with calculated values and material losses (see

Methods section). The red dashed curve is the peak power enhancement that one expects from the compression of the beam as predicted by the ratios of

the FWHM data in a. Error bars reflect the errors resulting from noise in the THz time-domain spectroscopy signal and are determined by the upper

and lower bounds of values obtained at each frequency when changing the onset of zero-padding of the reference THz time signal at different times above

20 ps, corresponding to the inverse of the minimum frequency measured.
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diameter, 1mm diameter wire array region). Vacuum is applied during the draw to
collapse the interstitial holes, obtaining a uniform dielectric surrounding the wires.

Conductivity experiments. Owing to its limited spatial resolution, submicrometre
interruptions of wires could be hidden within the apparent continuity of all wires
on the micro CT scans. In order to provide direct evidence of microscopic con-
tinuity of the wires in the axial direction, point-to-point conductivity measure-
ments were performed as follows. The narrow end of the taper was polished and
dipped in silver-loaded electrically conductive glue, which in turn was connected to
a multimeter via a copper wire. The multimeter was also connected to a metallic
needle (50 mm tip) which, using a micrometre-positioning stage, was controllably
placed in contact on each individual wire exposed on the large side of the taper. We
measured low resistance on all 453 wires of the taper, demonstrating that the
indium wires remain connected during the draw process.

Sample preparation. The fibre is cleaved and polished on each side to make
segments of different lengths. These are inserted in the middle of a 25-mm-dia-
meter polymethyl methacrylate disc of 2mm thickness, over apertures that are
centred and in direct contact with the fibre. The apertures are produced by fs-laser
machining of 50-mm-thick brass discs. By calibrating the depth of field of a
microscope with the disc on a flat surface, one can verify that the fibre is in contact
with the disc and that the apertures are centred.

Terahertz near-field microscope. The terahertz emitter consists of a pair of
striplines (80 mm gap) deposited on gallium arsenide, on which a bias voltage is
applied. Accelerating photocarriers are produced by pumping with a titanium
sapphire (Ti:sa) laser (l¼ 800 nm, 12 fs pulse width, 80MHz repetition rate),
resulting in a THz pulse, which is focused on a chip containing the detector
antenna (silicon on sapphire substrate with H-electrode antenna containing a
10-mm gap). The excitation beam gating the emitter is delayed relative to the probe
beam. The THz pulse is measured by lock-in amplification. The detector is
mounted on a movable periscope, so that spatial distribution of the field can be
scanned. A protective dielectric layer of 30 mm thickness covers the detector
antenna.

Measurements. The near-field is spatiotemporally resolved at every point on the
output plane via a raster scan. FFTs of the temporal response for each pixel provide
the spectral information. Fibre output images are obtained over an area of
1.6� 1.6mm2 with 25 mm steps, over 12–14 h. The frequency resolution Df is given
by the inverse product of the time step Dt and the number of data points N of the
time domain signal, Df ¼ 1

N
1
Dt ¼ 1

tmax
, where tmax is the maximum detected time.

Here tmax¼ 40 ps, which corresponds to a resolution of 25GHz. The time-domain
signal is additionally zero-padded after the measured THz pulse, resulting in an
ideally interpolated frequency-resolved signal with a smaller frequency step28.

Three-dimensional (3D) simulations. We use a 3D finite element package
(COMSOL) to model the geometry of Fig. 1e, whereby intensity images are obtained
from field distributions taken on a plane at a certain distance from the output. The
wires were simulated with a square cross-section to enable a higher degree of control
over the mesh density. The minimum wire mesh size is 10mm, in order to use less
than the 128GB of RAM at our disposal. The solver successfully converges; how-
ever, it does not accurately model the penetration of the field into the metal; this
model is analogous to that of a fibre containing perfectly conducting wires. Whereas
this only approximates the behaviour of indium in this frequency range, the field
profile at the fibre output is a useful means of comparison with experiment. Owing
to the C4v symmetry of such a structure, a quarter-slice of the fibre is considered,
with perfect magnetic conductor boundary conditions (magnetic field is zero) in the
xz plane that is on the inner boundary of the fibre, and perfect electric conductor
boundary conditions in the yz plane (electric field is zero) on the other inner
boundary (see Fig. 3). This allows one to model a fibre using only one quarter of the
mesh elements of the full structure. Convergence of solutions for a single frequency
can take from as little as 1 h to as long as several days.

2D simulations. A 2D finite element mode solver is used to calculate the loss of
the metamaterial fibre, which allows one to enforce a sufficiently fine mesh on the
wires to accurately account for the field penetration into the metal while staying
within the limit imposed by memory constraints. It is found that effective index
values converge for mesh sizes that are less than the skin-depth, thus accurately
modelling the field penetration in the wires. A typical example is shown in
Supplementary Fig. S4. The modes are found to possess a real part of the effective
index Re(neff)B1.54, which is close to, but greater than, the Zeonex refractive index
of 1.52—these modes are thus the surface modes of indium wires inside the
Zeonex. The losses of such modes are reflected in the imaginary part of the effective
index. This is affected by the overlap of the modal field with the lossy metal wires,
yielding a larger wavelength-dependent imaginary part of neff than the imaginary
part of the refractive index of the host material. To estimate the overall loss of the
fibre, we consider the mode that possesses the largest imaginary part of neff.

Straight fibre loss. To experimentally characterise the loss of the untapered fibre,
‘cutback’ measurements are performed as follows. A 500-mm aperture is placed in
contact with fibres of lengths 1.5, 3.4 and 7mm. This ensures that only the
metamaterial core is illuminated by the THz pulse over the entire frequency range
while still having sufficient signal at low frequencies. For each fibre length, we place
the field detector in contact with the fibre and measure the signal at the output
through the centre of the fibre, scanning along the x direction, but keeping y
constant. Fourier transforms of the time-domain pulses yield frequency-dependent
intensity measurements, from which the total transmitted intensity as a function of
fibre length can be obtained at every frequency. A linear fit then provides the loss
coefficient. The fibre loss is between 0.2 and 2 dBmm� 1 in the THz frequency
range (see Supplementary Fig. S5), which as we have seen proves practical for
measurements over several wavelengths.

Taper loss. The calculated losses in Fig. 7b, for comparison with the intensities
transmitted by the taper, are obtained assuming propagation in a 38-mm-long
structure (corresponding to the length of the taper) using numerically obtained
values of the imaginary part of the effective index. For simplicity, our calculations
consider two limiting geometries, corresponding to the larger- (input) and smaller
(output) side of the taper: the first (labelled ‘large’ in Fig. 7b) is composed of an
8-mm-diameter fibre with hexagonally arranged circular metal cylinders of 160 mm
diameter and 400 mm centre; the second (labelled ‘small’ in Fig. 7b) coincides with
the structure of Supplementary Fig. S4 and is composed of an eightfold scaled
down version of the large geometry. The larger wire medium is less lossy because of
a lower field density within the wire modes, resulting in lower absorption. The
larger structure thus possesses a loss that is comparable to that of the host material.
A complete calculation of the loss of the taper as a function of propagation distance
will require further analysis. Here we simply note that the total (integrated)
measured losses, as plotted in Fig. 7b, are indeed within the upper and lower
bounds of our expectations.
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